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● Quarkonium dissociation and the diffusion of 
heavy quarks from the p.o.v. of spectral functions 
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● Expectations for quarkonium spectral functions at 
finite temperature

● Connection of spectral functions and correlators

● Results on the behavior of spectral function 
directly from lattice correlators

● Maximum entropy method and the default model

● Charmonium spectral functions from lattice QCD

● Results on the dissociation of charmonium and 
charm quark diffusion in the quark-gluon-plasma

● Motivation from experiments



  

Introduction and motivation

● In HIC-experiments, e.g. 
@RHIC or @LHC one can 
study heavy quarkonium 
dynamics through:

● Elliptic flow

● Modification factor

Adare et al.; Phys.Rev. C84 (2011) 044905  

● Two interesting questions:

● Quarkonium dissociation

● Heavy quark diffusion

Two questions where lattice 
QCD can provide some 
hints and answers



  

Charmonium spectral functions

All the desired information on charmonium physics is 
embedded in the spectral function (SPF):

● At vanishing temperature T the 
bound states of charmonium 
are peaks at their respective 
mass thresholds

● At very large frequencies one 
encounters a continuous 
spectrum



  

Charmonium spectral functions

All the desired information on charmonium physics is 
embedded in the spectral function (SPF):

● As the temperature increases 
the bound state peaks are 
smeared

● The threshold to the continuous 
spectrum shifts to smaller 
frequencies



  

Charmonium spectral functions

All the desired information on charmonium physics is 
embedded in the spectral function (SPF):

● Around/Above      the higher 
excited states begin to 
dissociate

● At very low frequencies a 
visible transport contribution 
emerges

● The threshold to the continuous 
spectrum shifts to smaller 
frequencies



  

Charmonium spectral functions

All the desired information on charmonium physics is 
embedded in the spectral function (SPF):

● At temperatures somewhat 
larger than       also the ground 
state peak begins to dissociate

● At very low frequencies the 
transport contribution persists 
and becomes stronger

● The threshold to the continuous 
spectrum shifts to smaller 
frequencies and dominates 
most frequencies



  

Charmonium spectral functions

All the desired information on charmonium physics is 
embedded in the spectral function (SPF):

● At asymptotically high 
temperatures the bound states 
have dissociated

● At very low frequencies the 
transport contribution becomes 
large, but finite

● The continuous spectrum 
dominates



  

SPF via lattice QCD

● In lattice QCD one has to analyze the correlation function of heavy currents:

● The Euclidean lattice correlator can be connected to the SPF:

using:



  

Lattice setup

● Non-perturbatively improved Wilson-Clover fermions

● Large, isotropic quenched lattices

● Very fine lattices (close to continuum)

● Parameters tuned close to physical         -mass

● Large extent in    -direction  



  

Study via lattice correlators

● No zero-mode contribution in PS

T-effect due to modification of 
bound states 

● First let's see what can be learnt from correlators directly

● Large modification

T-effect mainly due to zero-
mode contribution



  

Study via lattice correlators

● No zero-mode contribution in PS

Similar behavior in PS and V 
channels 

● Diff/Sub corrs. effectively remove 
the zero-mode contribution

T-effect mainly due to zero-mode 
contribution



  

Study via lattice correlators

● Negative difference for all T

● Positive slope                    

indicative of modification in the 
bound state region

● Recall: No transport contribution in 
this channel

● Positive difference due to small 
frequency contribution

● Positive slope, as in PS case

● Small frequency contribution 
determines transport coefficient

Fit estimate:



  

Estimate of charm quark diffusion

● Assume all change in the SPF is 
due to the change in the zero-
mode contribution

● Then fit to (at              )                    
 

● Recall the Kubo formula for heavy 
quark diffusion:



Discrete number of points 
from the lattice

Continuous SPF

SPF via lattice QCD
● To learn more we have to analyze the SPF directly, this is 

possible via: 

Ill-posed problem



  

Analysis via Bayes' theorem

M.Asakawa, T.Hatsuda, Y.Nakahara; Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 46 (2001) ● Maximum Entropy Method (MEM)

● Find the most probable image given the data with errors and some prior 
(known) information

● Ingredients of MEM:

●           , the default model (DM), contains the prior information on

● The DM is the only input parameter provided to the MEM analysis 

Dependence of the output         on           must be carefully analyzed! 

Information 
entropy



  

Prior information and the DM

● At large frequencies the behavior of the 
SPF should resemble that of the free 
theory

Input rather the free lattice than the 
free continuum

G.Aarts, M.Resco;  Nucl.Phys. B726 (2005) 93-108 

● At low frequencies consider:

I: Non-interacting case

● In correlator:    -independent constant

● This zero mode contribution exists in 
the vector, axial-vector and scalar 
channels

II: Interacting case

●         is smeared into transport peak



  

Charmonium spectral functions

● Error bands: Statistical error from Jackknife analysis 

● Error bars: Peak location from DM dependence

         no clear signal of bound states above 



  

Charmonium spectral functions

● Error bands: Statistical error from Jackknife analysis 

● Error bars: Peak location from DM dependence

         no clear signal of bound states above 



  

Charm quark diffusion
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Conclusions

● Using quenched lattice QCD we computed 
the current-current correlation functions on 
very fine and large, isotropic lattices at 
various temperatures to unprecedented 
precision.

● We found:

● The pseudo scalar and vector bound 
states are dissociated already at 
temperatures

● In the accessible temperature region 
we estimated the charm quark 
diffusion coefficient to be 

● In the near future we will go to lower 
temperatures to pinpoint the dissociation 
temperature, in addition of doing a 
continuum extrapolation.



  

Further Details



  

Dependence on th lattice spacing

● The gross features are the same through three consecutive lattice spacings

● Here we have shown only the results of the finest lattice (i.e. largest cut-off)



  

DM-dependence: Particle Peak

Peak position in the confined phase



  

DM-dependence: Transport Peak



  

Isotropic vs. anisotropic lattices

On anisotropic lattices the lattice discretization effects are felt at lower 
frequencies than on their isotropic counterparts



  

Setting the mass and discretization errors

● The dispersion relation shows little deviation from continuum behavior

● Screening masses are close to the physical quarkonium masses
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